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Test overview

View questions

Question type

Difficulty

Questions

Score

Programming

Medium (1), Hard (1)

2

70

Multiple choices 2 sections

Easy (3), Medium (3), Hard (4)

10 P

50

Subjective

Hard (10)

10

50

Questions
22

Score
200

Test duration
60 minutes 


Settings

Manage your tests using the
test overview feature

Preview first, publish later
Earlier, before publishing a test, users had to navigate
to different tabs for adding questions, modifying test
settings, adding admins, and more. This involved a lot
of back and forth and figuring out what to change and
where.
With the new test overview feature, you can get a
snapshot of the questions, the language used,
proctoring type, candidate information, and admin
management, all in a single place.
Users don’t have to spend too much time
editing/changing the test information before
publishing the test. The test overview page lists the
recommended settings for the following.
a) Test:
View the test name, type, link, and start and end dates.
You can add a test description and modify the test
access, description, test type, or test link.

b) Questions:
Check the number, difficulty level, and type of questions added to your test. You can also enable
question shuffling, display error messages to candidates, or even modify the test duration

c) Language:
Apart from the default test language, candidates can take the test in other languages including
Japanese, Chinese, French, Portuguese and Russian.

d) Proctoring:
In addition to the default proctoring setting, select more options to make the test more cheat-proof.

e) Candidate:
Choose the mandatory details or customize the details that you need to collect from candidates.

f) Email:
While the auto-reminder feature is enabled by default, you can choose to send the assessment report
to candidates after the test is done.

g) Test admins:
Add more users to the existing list of admins managing the test.

Try using the test overview feature in your assessments and let us know how it works for you. If you
need any help using this feature, write back to us at support@hackerearth.com. If you’re new to
HackerEarth and want to create accurate skill-based developer assessments,
sign up for our 14-day free trial.

